
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGE OF TELEVISION TO SOCIETY

Some people claim that television is the root of all evil, while others think of television as a best friend. Some blame the
television for society's.

On average, a child in the US will see 16, murders and , acts of violence by the time they reach their 18th
birthday. Television definitely induces people to shift from needs to wants. And how would her intelligence
compare to that of other geniuses who had spent their whole lives latched onto the boob tube? With easy DIY
tips people can create many things from recyclable material that they otherwise would have thrown away,
saving them a lot of money in the process. Incoming search terms: essay on advantages and disadvantages of
television words advantages and disadvantages of television wikipedia advantage of tv. In other words, these
kids don't have the same opportunity to exercise their ability to understand other people and differentiate
others' perspectives from their own. One of the biggest family entertainments is Television. In conclusion,
there are both, advantages and disadvantages, of watching television. How many channels do you actually
watch? Many learning programs and social programs are also telecasted in many channels. Let us first look at
the advantages of television; First, television plays an important role in our daily activities. It's shallow, and it
will make you shallow, too. Some shows can motivate people who are interested in that field and help them to
pursue their dreams. Though educational programs are telecasted in Television, kids and children tend to
watch only cartoon programs and time consuming programs. The first disadvantage is that there is too much
vulgarity and illicit content on television. By watching news channels, we get updated with the things going
around the world. One study published in the Journal of Social and Personal Relationships showed that
viewers experienced the same negative reactions to the loss of an imaginary friendship with a character on
television as they did when their real social relationships ended. As you can probably guess, it all depends on
who is watching, what they are watching, and for how long. So while television might make you feel like you
have a friend, it comes with its own emotional risk and negative emotional baggage. As we watch them win
gold and our national flag is hoisted in the sky we collectively feel proud. We call it "the idiot box" and "the
boob tube. There's nothing good on, anyway. Through language teaching programs, we can learn the language
we like such as: English, Tamil and so on. Women at home rely on television as their best companion.
Researchers have been diligently studying this question for a long time, perhaps ever since the late s, when
television became a popular fixture in the home. A lot of the switch has to do with streaming services like
Netflix offering original programming. Disadvantages On the flipside, television has its own setbacks. There
are also financial programs to help people manage their finances well, come out of debt and to invest wisely.


